The Higgs boson can mix with a singlet scalar that dynamically generates the Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino NR. This mixing allows for Higgs-mediated pair production of NR without significant mixing between the active neutrinos and NR. We show that even a tiny mixing between 'decoupled' Higgs and singlet sectors can be testable at pp colliders via the characteristic two same-sign same-flavor lepton pairs, plus missing energy signal. This rare Higgs decay provides a clean channel to probe the singlet scalar and explore the origin of neutrino masses.
The Higgs boson can mix with a singlet scalar that dynamically generates the Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino NR. This mixing allows for Higgs-mediated pair production of NR without significant mixing between the active neutrinos and NR. We show that even a tiny mixing between 'decoupled' Higgs and singlet sectors can be testable at pp colliders via the characteristic two same-sign same-flavor lepton pairs, plus missing energy signal. This rare Higgs decay provides a clean channel to probe the singlet scalar and explore the origin of neutrino masses.
The seesaw mechanism has been extensively studied to generate the tiny active neutrino mass. By adding a right-handed neutrino N R and introducing a Dirac neutrino mass m D ν L N R , the Standard Model's (SM's) neutrino ν L and the hypothetic N R can mix into the active neutrino ν and heavy neutrino N , where the active neutrino mass becomes m ν ∼ m 2 D /M and it can be brought down to sub-eV scale by having a high-scale Majorana mass M of N R .
Heavy N can be weakly produced via its active neutrino component or by its N R component's coupling to SM particles. Since LHC data so far show no robust sign of mediators beyond the SM (BSM), here we would only consider N production mediated by the SM's electroweak bosons. One major difficulty for the weak production is that it is usually mixing-square suppressed. Current LHC searches [1, 2] and electroweak precision measurements [3, 4] probe the effective ν l −N R mixing parameters |V lN | 2 [5] to ∼ 10 −5 .
Alternatively, a N R uncharged under SM gauge interactions can still have a sizable coupling to BSM scalars which mix with the SM Higgs boson. Such wellmotivated scenarios include the N R coupling to the neutral scalar components in Left-Right symmetric models [6] , gauged U (1) B−L symmetric models [7] , seesaw models with gauge-singlet scalars [8] , etc. Rare Higgs boson decay channels, especially those enhanced by the Higgs-BSM scalar mixing [8] [9] [10] , have been studied as a good test of lepton number violation (LNV) in the decays of N R of Majorana type.
In this article we advocate the fully leptonic decay of an N N system produced from the Higgs boson decay, i.e. h → N N → 4l + / E T , as a precision probe of the Higgs -BSM scalar mixing. Here we start by considering a small-mixing scenario of the BSM scalar sector in a * gaoyu@ihep.ac.cn † jinmj@ihep.ac.cn ‡ kechen.wang@whut.edu.cn minimal seesaw setup,
. where Φ denotes the scalar field(s) that yield the 125 GeV Higgs boson, and S for a BSM scalar field that couples to the right-hand singlet neutrino field N R . By small-mixing we assume a very subleading mixing term 1 2 λ|Φ| 2 S 2 between the Φ and S sectors, so that the scalar potentials V (Φ) and V (S) can minimize mostly independently of each other. Φ and S could develop their own vacuum expectation values (vev), Φ = (v Φ + φ)/ √ 2 to give rise to electroweak symmetry breaking and generate a Higgs-like boson φ, and S = v S + s to yield the necessary Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino m N R = 2y N v S for the seesaw mechanism.
The λ portal term develops a mass mixing term λv Φ v S · φs between the Higgs-like φ and the new massive scalar s at the minima. The mixed mass-square matrix reads,
For small λ such that λv Φ v S m 2 φ , m 2 s , this matrix is dominated by the diagonal terms and the mass eigenstate is a rotation by a small angle α from φ, s,
Without loss of generality h 1 identifies with the SM Higgs boson and contains an s-component of the magnitude interested in the 'decoupled' Φ and S sectors under the following conditions:
The latter simplifies to λv
h1 if we consider an h 2 comparable to or heavier than the Higgs boson. For simplicity we neglected the |H| 2 S term which has a dimensional coupling, by assuming its coupling is subdominant to λv Φ .
A finite y N leads to the h 1 decay partial width
for each N species, where m h1 =125 GeV, m N = 2y N v S and the factor 1/2 is due to N being Majorana. Given the rather small predicted SM Higgs total width Γ h ∼ 4 MeV and relatively light heavy neutrino mass m N < ∼ m h1 /2, the branching ratio of Higgs boson decay to N N is
This leads to BR h1→N N ≈ Γ h1→N N /Γ h for sin 2 α 1. The LHC copiously produces h 1 bosons via gluon fusion with cross-section σ h1 = σ pp→h , and the pairproduced N can decay via its weakly charged ν L components. The ν L −N R mixing ∼ m ν /m N in Type-I seesaw corresponds to a tiny Yukawa coupling that suppresses the weak production of N . By contrast, pp → h 1 → N N can bypass this suppression and provide a search signal at low ν L − N R mixing. Similarly, the h 2 scalar can also be produced via its φ-component at a cross-section
where
is the SM Higgs boson production cross-section evaluated for a different kinematical mass m h2 , and h 2 decay modes depend on the relative size between m h1 , m h2 and m N . For m N < 1 2 m h2 , the h 2 → N N branching ratio can be near unity. The h 2 → h 1 h 1 channel opens up when m h2 > 2m h1 and can be suppressed at small λ. h 2 may also decay to the SM fermion/gauge boson pairs, with an α 2 suppression. Therefore, in the low λ and light N limit, it is reasonable to assume a unity branching fraction for the dominant h 2 → N N channel. In case m h2 m h1 and m h2 < 2m N , however, the relative branching ratios become less transparent as h 2 decays via the φ-and s-components compete between the α 2 -dependent two-body channels and the |V lN | 2 , m N -dependent multi-body channels. N N decay yields a characteristic and remarkably clean signal with two same-sign, same-flavor (SSSF) lepton pairs as illustrated in Fig. 1 , where two lepton pairs should have different lepton flavors and opposite charges (i.e. l ± l ± l ∓ l ∓ and no opposite-sign, same-flavor (OSSF)
Representative N N production and decay processes that contain two pairs of leptons of the same-sign and the same-flavor. N must couple to at least two lepton flavors to have the left diagram. The right diagram violates lepton number where one N decays as its own antiparticle.
lepton pair exists). In contrast to the LNV channel N N → l ± l ± 4j, since the final state ν can be neutrinos or anti-neutrinos, the lepton portion in N N → l ± l ± l ∓ l ∓ 2ν does not necessarily violate lepton number conservation (LNC) if N couples to more than one lepton flavor. This LNC final state can be present either N is Majorana or Dirac in nature, and here 2ν denotes any combination of neutrino and antineutrino. With a Majorana N , the N N system has a higher decay branching fraction to this final state as one N can also decay as its own antiparticle. For each flavor of N , the branching factor of the signal final state from N N is obtained by summing up the LNV and LNC processes in Fig 1 ,
, and the lepton indices i, j = {e, µ} restrict to the first two flavors as we consider the electron and muon final state only. BF l i is the W ( * ) → l i ν branching fraction in N decay. Note the N → νll requires charged weak gauge boson mediation, which makes BF l i depend on both m N and whether BSM mediators are present in N decay. In our case, BF sig. is capped by BF sig. ≤ (BF l ) 2 /2 ≈ 0.16%. This maximum occurs when N couples to only one active neutrino flavor, which also holds for the Dirac N case. Then the signal cross-section can be calculated as
where A
(1,2) eff is the detector selection efficiency for h 1 , h 2 mediated event samples, and the h 2 production rate is given by Eq. (9) . While h 2 's contribution can quickly become subdominant at a heavy mass, for m h2 ∼ O(m h1 ) it can still be the main signal component due to a nearunity decay branching into N N pair.
Eqs. (10) and (11) only account for one N species. Although the combination of y D and y N allow three N i to carry non-universal masses, it is possible that only the lightest N 1 lies below 1 2 m h1,2 . To avoid venturing into the N -flavor dependencies on y D , y N parameters and the mixed N i N j production, in this study we assume the simplified case that only one heavy neutrino N 1 is below 1 2 m h1 and contributes to our signal. To simiplify phenomenological studies, we also select the case that N 1 mixes with only one active neutrino flavor ν µ . In this case only the LNV diagram in Fig. 1 contributes to the signal, and BF sig. = 0.16%.
Furthermore, when both m N and |V lN | 2 are small the N lifetime can be long, which may lead to the displaced decays of N at colliders. This study relies on the N decay kinematics, so we require N decays inside the detector. It should be noted that this decay-length issue can be circumvented in models with a more extended neutrino sector. For example in inverse-seesaw [13] , |V lN | The e ± e ± µ ∓ µ ∓ + / E T signal has few backgrounds at the LHC due to the presence of two pairs of same-sign, same-flavor leptons. The major kinematic difference from a similar large invariant-mass search for doubly-charged Higgs [14, 15] is that our four leptons are much softer in energy, only adding up to a fraction of the Higgs boson mass for our optimal mass range m N < 1 2 m h1 . In addition, the same-sign lepton pair must arise from different parent particles in the N N decay, leading to different final state topologies. Moreover, our final state contain two neutrinos which act as missing energy.
The irreducible SM background include contributions from pp → 4τ, W W Z(Z → 2τ ) channels in which the flavor combinatorics among the four e/µ leptons after τ, W decays can produce the e ± e ± µ ∓ µ ∓ + / E T final state. At lower invariant masses the 4τ channel is the leading background. The pp → 4W channel is much subdominant due to its higher number of weak interaction vertices. Another potential background may arise from events with jets, usually from decays of hadrons into leptons, misidentified as leptons. Ref. [15] shows the contribution from such fake-lepton background can be small for our signal channel. Due to limited computing resources, we do not simulate 4W and fake-lepton channels in this work.
HL-LHC, [ We quote the measured Higgs boson's single production cross-section via gluon-gluon fusion (GGH) process σ pp→h = 54.7 pb at 14-TeV [16] and 740 pb at 100-TeV [17] . As h 2 is also mostly produced by gluon fusion, we adopt the N 3 LO scalar mass dependence [18] to scale the h 2 production rate in Eq. (9) . For data simulation we use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO version 2.6.1 [19] for parton level event generation, Pythia6 [20] for the parton shower and hadronization, and Delphes 3.4.1 [21] for detector simulation.
The following pre-selection cuts are applied in data analysis:
(a) Exactly four leptons with p T (l 1,2 ) > 10 GeV and p T (l 3,4 ) > 5 GeV;
(b) one same-sign e ± e ± pair and one µ ∓ µ ∓ pair; (c) no tagged τ leptons or b-jets; After the pre-selection cuts, to maximally reduce the SM background, a collection of 53 kinematical observables constructed from the lepton momenta and the missing transverse momentum are input in the TMVA package [22] to perform multivariant analysis (MVA).
The distributions in Fig. 2 demonstrate excellent separation between signal and background by adopting Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) method for MVA. Since the kinematics varys with m N , we show only the representative result for an h 1 decay sample with m N = 20 GeV. Table I lists the corresponding expected number of events for the background processes after pre-selection and the BDT cuts at both the 14 and 100-TeV colliders. When varying m N and adding the h 2 contribution, the BDT distributions change and the BDT cut will be opti- 
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3. 95% C.L. limits on the combined branching fraction BF h 1 →e ± e ± µ ∓ µ ∓ 2ν = BF h 1 →N N · BFsig. at the 13-TeV LHC, 14-TeV HL-LHC and 100-TeV FCC-hh/SppC with 280 fb −1 , 3 ab −1 , 20 ab −1 luminosities, respectively. For these limits, h2 is assumed to be heavy and only h1 decay contributes to the N N signal. mized accordingly to maximize the signal significance. In our analysis, the signal significance is calculated by the following formula:
where N s , N b denote the expected signal and background event numbers. Fig. 3 shows the 95% confidence level limits on the combined branching fraction of Higgs boson into our final state when h 2 is heavy and only h 1 decay contributes to the N N signal. The m N dependence in the limit is the result of two competing reasons: the four-lepton pre-selection efficiencies increase at larger m N , while the BDT cuts reject background more efficiently at lower m N . When m N = 20 GeV, the combined branching fraction can be probed to as low as 4.4 × 10 −7 , 6.7 × 10 −8 , 1.9 × 10 −9 at the 13, 14, 100 TeV colliders, respectively. Now we interpret the collider limits in the content of our 'small mixing' scenario and probe decoupled Φ, S sectors via the Higgs decay channel. By Eq. (4) the mixing angle is sensitive to the mass-square difference between φ and s, and it relates to the mass-square difference between the mass eigenstates by ∆m
Without specifying the form of V (S), m s can be at lower scale than v S , and it is possible to have an h 2 at the same (or lower) mass scale as the SM Higgs, so that |∆m h1,h2 scenario can be particularly sensitive to λ because of both its large Φ − S mixing and the presence of an h 2 that enhances the N N signal rate.
We adopt a 150 GeV h 2 as the benchmark point for this scenario. Note that we choose the benchmark m h2 below the 2m W threshold to avoid a dramatic increment in BF h2→W W,ZZ which may suppress the N N branching and complicate our physics picture. In this scenario, both h 2 and h 1 decays to N N contribute the signal. Based on our analysis in Fig. 4 , we present the 95% confidence level contour limits on λ, v S at the current LHC and future HL-LHC, FCC-hh/SppC for the benchmark case m h2 = 150 GeV. The width of each filled band is due to the range of m N varying from 10 GeV to 60 GeV, which affects the cut efficiencies. R denotes the fraction of N N signal events that originate from h 1 . h 1 contributes mostly to the signal at low v S , while h 2 can also contribute due to its relatively light mass, and becomes dominant towards v S ∼ TeV. The black solid 'Φ − S decoupling' line represents the parameter space where Φ, S mixing is sufficiently small, as given in Eq. (6). The limits indicates that the 13-TeV LHC with 280 fb −1 data can access the weak-scale v S part of the decoupling region, while the future HL-LHC and FCC-hh/SppC can probe even smaller Φ − S mixing region, at which the singlet components in the SM Higgs like h 1 are as low as 10 −4 and 10 −6 . For heavier h 2 at TeV scale, the h 2 contribution to the signal diminishes and the mixing sin s suppression in the signal event rate. Thus a large m s would require a sizable λ to yield a detectable signal rate, which could violate the decoupling condition as v S is generally expected to be comparable to or higher than m s . In such cases, the h − s mixing needs to be parametrized under specific models where Φ, S sectors are no longer independent. Note in SU (2) L doublet(s)+singlet scalar models, the joint scalar potential minimization removes λ dependence from the diagonal scalar mass-square terms at the tree-level, indicating Eq. (6) to be a strong requirement if λ 1, which suppresses the singlet's loop contribution to the Higgs mass.
To summarize, we investigate the rare Higgs decay into two heavy neutrinos and subsequently decay into two same-sign same-flavor lepton pairs and missing energy (e ± e ± µ ∓ µ ∓ / E T ). This channel is almost SM backgroundfree and it is accessible from both the lepton number violating and conserving heavy N decays. We consider this rare channel as a sensitivity probe for tiny mixing between the Higgs boson and a singlet scalar boson, which dynamically gives the mass of the right-handed neutrinos in the simple seesaw scheme. To simplify parameter dependence we consider a 'decoupled' scenario where the Higgs and singlet scalar bosons only share a small mixing term, and demonstrate that the signal channel is capable of testing the decoupled scenario if the singlet and the Higgs are in the comparable mass range. We made comprehensive signal and SM background analyses for the current and future pp colliders, and optimized the signal sensitivity with the BDT technique. For a singlet-dominated h 2 at 150 GeV, the 13-TeV LHC, future HL-LHC and FCC-hh/SppC can probe the Higgssinglet mixing to 10 −3 , 10 −4 and 10 −6 levels with 280 fb −1 , 3 ab −1 , and 20 ab −1 luminosities, respectively. In heavy singlet mass case, however, the collider sensitivity may not satisfy the Higgs-singlet decoupling condition and must be analyzed in specific models. This search channel with two same-sign same-flavor lepton pairs provides a powerful test of the seesaw singlet scalar which generates the right-handed neutrino's mass via its singlet vev. In addition, this test does not require a sizable left-right neutrino mixing and can be applied to |V lN | 2 -constrained cases.
